Integrated Door Position Sensing
Your second level of protection

Securitron’s new Magnalock® Door Position Sensor (DPS) internally monitors the position of the door that it’s mounted on. This allows a seamless interface between genuine Magnalocks and any access or alarm system for functions like anti-tailgate and pass back as well as door forced and door prop alarms - without the need for a separate door position switch.

This is accomplished using an internal SPDT switch that operates independently of the lock’s power along with permanent magnetic actuators located in both ends of the armature. Integrating the magnets also means that no additional armature housing or mounting plate is required to mount the DPS. This makes for one of the quickest and easiest to install DPS maglocks on the market.

The 125mA switch is protected up to 30VDC by a self-resetting fuse that safeguards the lock from damage and helps prevent system downtime, even if improperly installed. New DPS capability is available on M32, M34R, M62, M82 and SAM Magnalocks.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

● Magnalock with built-in door position switch
● Flawless operation with access or alarm system’s auto relock, forced entry and anti-door prop features
● SPDT 125mA @ 30VDC dry contacts
● Internally fused with a self-resetting poly switch
● Tamper-proof actuator magnets are permanently sealed within the strike plate

1-800-MAGLOCK
www.securitron.com
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